
Appendix 3 - Paragraph 45 of the ‘City of London Project Procedure – Oct 

2018’ (Changes to Projects: General) 

 

Changes to Projects: General 

45. In cases where:  

• the financial implications will be higher or lower than the agreed confidence 

range (capital or revenue expenditure or income/returns/savings);  

• the overall programme needs to be accelerated or delayed +/- 10% of time 

against the last numbered Gateway report; 

• the specification will be significantly different to that agreed, i.e. there will be a 

shortfall against one of more of the key objectives/ SMART targets, or the 

inclusion or reduction in the parameters of the project, which may include 

changing operational performance criteria and business benefits; 

Officers will report to the Committee(s) or Chief Officer who approved the last 

Gateway report on the circumstances, the options available and a recommended 

course of action. For example, if circumstances change on the Light and Regular 

routes where Authority to start work is delegated to Chief Officer, they would need to 

return to Committee to progress to the next gateway. 

If additional unallocated City Corporation resources are required (i.e. from Central 

resources, not local risk budgets), the approval of the Policy and Resources 

Committee must also be obtained as Service Committees cannot approve Central 

resources. 

In such cases the Policy and Resources Committee must be advised of the impact of 

the proposed increase in the City’s overall Programme and any agree increase must 

be reported to the next meeting of the Resource Allocation Sub-Committee for 

appropriate adjustments to be made to the City Corporation’s Programme.  

Note that Chamberlains have prepared guidance on the preparation of Whole Life 

Costing (available on the corporate intranet).  

These will not apply to the costed risk provision drawdown increases to budgets as 

they have already been considered and delegated [See 49]: 

 


